Farewell
Mkhulu
STRAP LINE
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A tribute to
Lawrence Anthony

“T

otal immersion in the wilderness
is the purest and most natural
of all therapies. Best of all, you
don’t have to do anything except be there.
The sights and sounds are remedies for
the soul, while the scents of the African
bush are nature’s original aromatherapy.”

These are the penetrating words of Lawrence
Anthony, the larger-than-life conservationist,
best-selling author, environmentalist, explorer
and animal saviour, written in his third and,
sadly, final book, The Last Rhinos: My Battle to
Save One of the World’s Greatest Creatures.
At age 61, he died of a heart attack before his
planned March 2012 conservation gala dinner
in Durban to raise international awareness of
the rhino-poaching crisis and launch his new
book, but he will live on through his immense
contributions in a way that will never die.
Known as the ‘Indiana Jones of Conservation’,
Anthony was born in what used to be Northern
Rhodesia (Zambia today) and spent time in
Malawi as a child. “The bush was right outside
the back door,” he has said about that time.
Educated first at King Edwards VII School
and then in Empangeni, he was a successful
businessman and estate agent, but it was
only after he made Thula Thula – the oldest
proclaimed game reserve in the country – his
home, that his true calling took flight.
Anthony’s tales of taming rogue elephants,
rescuing zoo animals in war-torn Iraq and
meeting with the world’s most wanted terrorists (the Lord’s Resistance Army) in the depths
of the Democratic Republic of Congo to try and
save the last Northern rhino, bear testament
to the fire that burned in his belly. He would
have done anything and everything to save
the world’s animals.

His books tell one about much more than the
adventures on which his quests took him; they
tell the story of a deep and resounding love for
Mother Nature and her creatures, as well as his
desperate urge to save many from extinction.
Anthony had two loves in his life. One was his
wife and Thula Thula partner, Francoise Malby;
the other was his ‘mistress’, the matriarch
elephant called Nana.
One cannot truly describe the incredible
relationship he and Nana had, but he firmly
believed that elephants had a psychic ability,
and this seems to have been confirmed after
his untimely passing.
Anthony had made a decision about a year ago
to distance himself from the once rogue herd, as
they were becoming bigger – as was the number
of tourists coming to Thula Thula; he did not want
to endanger either party. He still met with Nana
in the bush, where she would separate herself
from the herd to be with him. But besides those
special encounters, the herd had not been near
the main lodge for more than 15 months.
Within a few days of Anthony’s passing, the
entire herd arrived at his house and came back
every night for an entire week before departing again into the bush. He was convinced that
he could communicate with them on another
level; their miraculous salutation only proves
this was so.
I was deeply touched by Anthony’s words
in his books and felt as if I had come to know
him like an old friend. It saddens me that I
will never have the opportunity to meet him in
person, but he has not left Africa yet. A poem
by my sister, Bridget Dore (opposite), sums it
up perfectly.
The next few pages are dedicated to the
legend of Lawrence Anthony from those who
knew him best. First are two features by his

friend, travel writer Roy Watts. These are followed by dedicated tributes penned by those
whom he has left behind.
Since he was known as the Great Elephant,
let me say: Hamba kahle, Ndlovu Mkhulu! (Go
well, Great Elephant!)
Robbie Stammers
Leadership editor

Africa smiled
A little
When you left.
“We know you,”
Africa said,
“We have seen
And watched you,
We can learn
To live
Without you,
But
We know
We needn’t
Yet.”
And Africa smiled
A little
When you left.
“You cannot
Leave Africa,”
Africa said.
“It is always with you,

There inside your
head.
Our rivers run
In currents
In the swirl
Of your thumbprints;
Our drumbeats
Counting out your
pulse,
Our coastline,
The silhouette of your
soul.”
So Africa smiled
A little
When you left.
“We are in you,”
Africa said.
“You have not
Left us,
Yet.”
© Bridget Dore
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The Elephant
Whisperer
This is a tale about love across the species line.
It starts years ago when Lawrence Anthony, a
passionate conservationist, jumped off the commercial hamster wheel to develop Thula Thula,
an attractive game lodge near the Umfolozi
Reserve. A two-hour drive north of Durban, it
is built on a giant lawn and has an ambience
spawned by his perfectionism and the French
flair of his charming partner, Francoise. It is
also a gourmet paradise.
Roaming around the hills and valleys of this
pristine wilderness are impala, kudu, nyala,
zebra, giraffe, rhino, warthog, hyenas and the
love interest of this tale, Nana – matriarch to a
band of reformed elephant delinquents.
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After watching a savage Carte Blanche documentary on the brutal taming of the Tuli elephants,
Anthony made an unsuccessful attempt to
acquire some of these unfortunate animals, but
they had already been placed in various game
reserves. The Elephant Management & Owners
Association learnt of his need and came to light
with a herd of seven jumbos from Mpumalanga,
and they were darted, loaded on trucks, sedated
and sent on a nine-hour road trip.
On arrival at Thula Thula, they were corralled into an electrically fenced boma to be
acclimatised prior to release. This did not suit
them at all, and by 5 a.m. the next day they
had flattened the boundary fence with a huge
Tamboti tree and started the long walk to the
freedom of the north.
A frantic search ensued, led by the attractive
blonde Francoise, asking all and sundry in her

deep French accent whether they had seen a
herd of seven elephants go by. In an area that
had not seen a jumbo for at least a century, this
must have seemed slightly south of surreal, to
say the least.
A helicopter joined the search, located the
animals, and in a skilful piece of flying the pilot
managed to herd them back to within 20 metres
of Thula Thula. But night was falling and the
wily Nana retreated into thick bush, and under
the cover of darkness they managed to reach
and break into the Umfolozi Game Reserve.
Here the truants really let rip. They broke into
an anti-poaching unit cabin, scattering bedding,
clothes and rations all around the countryside.
If that was not enough, in a stunt akin to schoolboys debagging a headmaster, they charged and
traumatised the senior manager of Umfolozi.
At this point, KwaZulu-Natal Wildlife stepped
in with a check into the history of the animals,
coming to the conclusion that they were incorrigible, and that permission should never have
been given to relocate them to Thula Thula in
the first place. Its immediate inclination was to
shoot Nana and the adults, then return the rest
of the herd to the wild.
Meanwhile, Anthony was offered R100 000
for the herd by a Chinese zoo agent, who then
mounted an assault on his initial reluctance by
gradually upping the bid to R300 000. Jumboed
out as he was after their high jinks, it is a tribute to Anthony’s resolve that he managed to
walk away from this offer to throw himself at
the feet of KZN Wildlife in a plea for a second
chance. Reluctantly, it relented and, under the
threat of a death sentence for a repeat performance, the elephants were darted and returned
to the Thula Thula boma, now wisely bereft of
Tamboti trees.
Dawn broke, and with it a hungover and
seriously ticked off herd of elephants put on
a full display of their restlessness. Mindful of
the extermination threat, Anthony decided that
he was going to stay close to them for as long
as it took to gain acceptance. For the next two
weeks, 24 hours a day, he lived at the boma,
constantly patrolling the perimeter, talking and
singing while they stomped around mad as hell,
flapping their ears, trumpeting and showing
all the signs of great elephantine displeasure.
After a fortnight of chatting and crooning, and
close to being classified as a ‘hoarse’ whisperer,
Anthony decided to take a coffee break up at
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the house. When he left, the air was thick with
malice and resentment, but on his return a
palpable calm had taken its place. Cautiously
he approached the fence, and stood face to face
with Nana the matriarch. In a scene that could
have been culled from The Taming of the Shrew,
she tenderly put her trunk through the electrified wires and started gently touching him. At
this point, Anthony decided that it was now or
never, and he released the herd into the Thula
Thula reserve.
On their release, their calm demeanour
remained, and he followed them from a distance
of 50 to 100 metres in his double-cab bakkie to
get them accustomed to his car. Their first sortie
followed the perimeter fence, which they tested
every few metres by placing their trunks just
below the middle strand to sense the electrical
field. They soon gave up on this, and settled
into a normal routine.
Two weeks later, Anthony was woken up at
2 a.m. to find the herd serenely munching the
thatch outside his house. He continued talking to them, and he realised that he was in a
relationship with Nana as she proceeded to
touch him through the open door. This ritual

continued for several nights as he and his roof
continued to host them between 2 a.m. and
5 a.m. each morning.
But the biggest surprise of all was to come
several weeks later when Nana returned
one night to introduce Anthony to two new
members of the herd. It turned out that she
and her sister, Frankie, had been pregnant
throughout the whole induction saga; at a time
when most elephants would be protective and
temperamental, she had chosen to present the
babies to him.
The bond between Anthony, Nana and
the herd continued to increase. They got to
recognise the sound of his car, and when he
stopped anywhere near them, he was quickly
surrounded by unbounded enthusiasm. We are
not talking corps de ballet here, and this fervour
has already cost him several dents and a couple
of broken windows. And his popularity is such
that he is now able to walk freely among them.
This all led to the most amazing development of
all: his ability to summons them with a lengthy
yell, just as Tarzan did in those old-time movies.
In a recent visit to Thula Thula, I was able
to witness this extraordinary phenomenon

firsthand. We stopped on an open plain when we
saw the herd some distance away. Anthony gave
his clarion call and started a mini stampede. In
seconds we were in a grey forest of legs, trunks,
flapping ears and missionary zeal. This was truly
one of my most memorable experiences.
It must be remembered at all times that
these are still wild animals, and visitors to the
lodge will see them in much the same way as
tourists do on game drives in similar reserves
around the country. This is due to the fact that
Anthony has gone to great lengths to keep his
unique relationship with the herd separate from
mainstream Thula Thula activity.
With peace and tranquillity returned to this
beautiful resort, Lawrence Anthony has recently
found himself in the spotlight on the global
stage. He was presented with The Earth Day
medal and the Earth Day award in a ceremony
at the United Nations, for his heroic exploits in
rescuing the Baghdad Zoo in the midst of the
Iraqi conflict. A latter-day Lawrence of Arabia,
so to speak. But that is another story. ▲
Roy Watts
First published in 2004
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“It was like having an infatuated Tyrannosaurus
rex showering attention on you. What was
even more mind-blowing was that not that
long ago she would have happily killed me”
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Babylon’s Ark
The man who saved the Baghdad Zoo
When coalition forces invaded Iraq in 2003,
Lawrence Anthony contacted the United States
Consulate to find out whether any provisions
had been made for the Baghdad Zoo, the largest
in the Middle East.
When he discovered that it did not feature
at all in post-invasion plans, he mounted an
audacious (some would say naïve) rescue effort.
Although this story takes place beyond
African borders, this is a story about how a
South African saved Baghdad’s zoo.
There was devastation everywhere: Tank
tracks ran between the enclosures, a direct
hit had destroyed a lion’s cage, and the walls
were riddled with bullets. The smell of rotting
carcasses filled the air, and thick carpets of flies
covered piles of excrement and detritus. Just
metres from the concrete walkways, unexploded

fragments of cluster bombs lurked; while taps,
toilet bowls, furniture, roofing sheets – in fact,
every scrap of workaday infrastructure – had
been raided or blown away.
Iraq’s Baghdad Zoo, one of Saddam Hussein’s
propaganda showpieces, had once boasted an
inventory of 650 animals and birds. But all that
remained was a scraggly band of 30 desperately
weak tigers, lions, bears, porcupines and boars
– all animals with strong survival instincts
and a capacity to defend themselves from the
onslaught of determined, hungry looters. This
was the scene that confronted Anthony, who
had arrived in Baghdad just nine days after US
tanks rolled into the city.
When coalition forces invaded Iraq in April
2003, Anthony, who owns and runs Thula Thula,
a private game reserve and lodge in KwaZuluNatal, saw history preparing to repeat itself.
During the conflicts in Kuwait, Kosovo in Serbia
and the Afghanistan capital of Kabul, the zoos
were annihilated by a combination of military

vandalism, civilian slaughter and neglect. He
approached the US Consulate in Durban to
establish what arrangements had been made
to save the largest zoo in the Middle East and
discovered that, despite an entire governmentin-waiting, there was no hint of concern for the
zoo – this from two nations, America and the
United Kingdom, where animal welfare is a
national priority.
With a determination born of obsession, he
decided to visit Baghdad and embarked on an
obstacle course littered with bureaucratic dead
ends, obstructive government officials and an
occupying army that considered him an intrusion.
But in war there are heroes behind desks as
well as in the trenches, and the nightmare of red
tape was eventually broken by Kuwait’s deputy
minister of Animal Health and Agriculture. The
minister had witnessed the destruction of his
own country’s zoo during Operation Desert
Storm, and issued the requisite permit to
enter Iraq.

Iraq’s Baghdad Zoo, one of Saddam Hussein’s
propaganda showpieces, had once boasted an
inventory of 650 animals and birds. But all that
remained was a scraggly band of 30 desperately
weak tigers, lions, bears, porcupines and boars
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Obtaining permission was one thing; getting scour Baghdad’s volatile, dangerous streets
there was quite another. The coalition forces for supplies.
wanted nothing to do with Anthony, so with a
He wanted to set up camp on the premises,
combination of heroic chutzpah and monumen- but Sydelik insisted that he stay with the tanks
tal naivety, he hired a Toyota Cressida and left and tank crews that invaded Baghdad at the
Kuwait early one morning with two employees Al-Rashid, an erstwhile luxury hotel.
from the Kuwaiti Zoo who knew the back roads.
Conditions there were far from comfortEn route they passed what remained of an able: there was no running water or electricity,
uneven contest. The crack Iraqi Medina Forces Anthony’s room on the seventh floor was a
had been routed in a matter of days, which led mosquito-infested sauna, and there was only
to the collapse of the entire army, and the path one shower between 400 men – but it was safer
was strewn with burnt-out tanks and vehicles, than remaining at the zoo after dark.
abandoned Scud missiles and thousands of
After a night filled with the ceaseless cacophuniforms discarded by fleeing soldiers.
ony of gunfire, something that would continue
After nine hours and 600 kilometres, Anthony for most of his time there, Anthony started his
and his companions arrived at a very jittery restoration project in earnest.
Baghdad, and the first of several US checkpoints.
Zoo director Dr Adel Salman Mousa rounded
The checkpoints had already been targeted by up a couple of men and together they began the
suicide bombers and were armed with tanks, back-breaking task of finding and transporting
machine gun nests and orders to ‘shoot to kill’. supplies. In a basement at the Al-Rashid, they
He approached the guard with his hands held came across a treasure trove of buckets, disinhigh. “Hi, I’m Lawrence Anthony from KwaZulu- fectants and cleaning materials, and at one of
Natal in South Africa, and I’ve come to ...”
Saddam Hussein’s palaces they ‘requisitioned’
“Back off!”
a generator.
“No, you don’t understand. I’ve come to restore
Hussan, a veritable Mr Fix-It, discovered a
Baghdad Zoo ...”
huge pipe running through the park which
“BACK OFF!”
still had a supply of water, and he jury-rigged
Anthony is a good listener, and there was suf- a feeder that dripped into waiting buckets.
ficient menace in the last command to send him
At another of Hussein’s residences, the team
scuttling down the road to another checkpoint found a freezer full of meat that had, until then,
where he modified his approach.
survived the looters. It provided immediate
Enter Captain Sydelik, a chunky American relief for the starving animals and was an
in an armoured troop carrier, who escorted the important stopgap until the zoo’s butchery was
Toyota Trio to the zoo. He would become a great recommissioned to slaughter donkeys.
facilitator, smoothing Anthony’s introduction
Three days into the operation, the nationalto Baghdad.
ity of Anthony’s travelling companions was
The zoo was in a corner of the 100-hectare Al revealed and they fled back to Kuwait in the
Zawra Park, a once beautiful piece of land that hired Toyota, leaving Anthony stranded in a
had been ravaged during the battle for Baghdad. war zone. By the end of the second week, howThat any animals were alive at all was thanks to ever, the zoo’s workforce had swelled to eight
the zoo’s deputy director Dr Husham Mohamed as eager employees returned. A month later,
Hussan, who had come to work every day Brendan Whittington-Jones, Anthony’s rightdespite not being paid for months. He welcomed hand man at Thula Thula, also arrived.
the new arrivals with open arms.
Living at the Al-Rashid, Anthony developed a
Wandering around, the South African began great relationship with the US forces, especially
to appreciate the enormity of the task he had set Captain William Sumner, who supported the
himself. The zoo, like the rest of Baghdad, was project with vehicles and manpower. These
without power or water, and constantly under resources eventually turned the tide against
the looters, many of whom where armed, and
attack from looters.
To give Anthony a small measure of mobility, was a key factor in the zoo’s salvation. (In one
Sydelik’s men taped the word ‘ZOO’ in large drastic action, the troops rounded up a hardletters to the hired Toyota and approval was core mob and imprisoned them in one of the
arranged at the checkpoints so that he could cages for a few days.)

Not only did Anthony enjoy the support of the
US army, but he also succeeded in winning
over the locals and engineered a level of cooperation between the two parties that was
almost unheard of.
When another basement in the hotel yielded
huge supplies of rice, flour, maize and other
basic commodities, these were distributed
among the zoo staff – a well-deserved reward
for their loyalty and hard work. Anthony
himself was sustained by a daily allocation
of three litres of bottled water and three army
ration packs.
As the restoration progressed, the focus
shifted to rescuing animals stranded in the
other facilities.
First was the transfer of four ostriches from
one of Uday Hussein’s love nests. In a caper
that could have come from a Monty Python
episode, one ostrich was coerced into a troop
carrier, where it glared out indignantly over
the sides. The intention was for the other
three birds, each guided by two attendants, to
follow the vehicle slowly on foot. This did not
suit the birds at all, however, and they took off.
Clinging desperately to their charges and using
their wings as feathered ailerons, the minders
hurtled along the streets of Baghdad, through
checkpoints, around traffic, over obstacles
and, in all likelihood, past snipers. In a feat
of low-flying, they steered the ostriches to the
zoo, where miraculously they came to rest in
the designated enclosure.
Uday Hussein’s various residences proved
to be a major source of animal exotica. Six peacocks were rescued from the same enclosure
as the ostriches (but were sadly lost to looters)
and, at another palace, six sub-adult lionesses,
two cubs and a couple of cheetahs were found
in a debilitated condition. Using a large shield
fashioned from a farm gate, Anthony and his
team advanced on these animals and, in a heartstopping bout of non-tranquillised snarling and
spitting, managed to steer them into transportation cages. At yet another palace, they found a
magnificent lion and two lionesses rumoured to
be the man-eaters sustained by the love rivals
and enemies of Uday Hussein.
Well into the relief effort, Anthony received
word that a black-market outfit was trading
animals illegally throughout the Middle East.
He approached the coalition forces and was
given six Humvees, a couple of trucks and 30
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soldiers with which to ‘engage’ the owners. The
standoff resulted in an increased population of
badly neglected camels, foxes, monkeys and an
enormous bear, whose translocation required
darting equipment and a crane. After years of
misery in a cramped and uncomfortable cage,
it took up residence in a specially constructed
enclosure complete with shade cloth and a pool.
Since his arrival in Baghdad, Anthony had
heard much speculation about the whereabouts of Saddam Hussein’s 40 magnificent
Arabian stallions, whose bloodlines stretched
back to the Crusades. When a former Hussein
employee revealed their location, the US forces
again stepped in and 17 of the stallions were
reclaimed in the suburb of Abu Ghraib. They
were in superb condition and, after a sojourn
at Baghdad University, were stabled at the zoo.
While the stallions were being rescued,
Anthony prepared to travel to Los Angeles to raise
desperately needed finance. There he embarked
on a series of lectures and television interviews,
and raised US$90 000 (over R700 000).
The money was channelled through the
International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW),
whose emergency relief team was leaving for
Baghdad with rations, medicines, equipment
and vehicles.
Lieutenant General Jay Garner, then the
senior US civil administrator in Iraq, visited
Anthony and handed over US$20 000 (more
than R160 000), declaring the Baghdad Zoo to
be the only functioning entity in the city.
Anthony managed to convince the coalition
that the 100ha park surrounding the zoo was
a pivotal facility and that the restoration of its
lawns, lakes and waterways would be a worthwhile public relations exercise.
In the months that followed, Anthony and IFAW
were assisted (or hampered, in some instances)
by visiting non-governmental organisations and
animal welfare organisations, and he continued
to shuttle between Europe, South Africa and Iraq
– raising funds and generating awareness.
After six months, with the zoo in good hands,
Whittington-Jones was appointed operations
manager and Anthony returned to his beloved
Thula Thula.
The US forces supported the project with vehicles and manpower
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Roy Watts
First published in National Geographic in 2004.
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A Leadership
exclusive:
Penned tributes
from Lawrence
Anthony’s family
and friends
Francoise Malby-Anthony
Lawrence’s wife
Lawrence was a free spirit who feared nothing
and challenged life every day. He was a visionary wanting to make a difference in this world
and who lived his passion to the fullest. He
was an inspiration to all and changed many
people’s lives.
Lawrence was one of these born leaders
who had a profound effect on every living and
breathing creature and was loved by everyone.
We all miss him terribly.
We have created the Lawrence Anthony Rhino
Conservation Fund, which will focus on the security of our rhinos, Thabo and Ntombi, the two
little orphans we adopted from the Moholoholo
Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre in Limpopo. They
were only four and eight months old when they
first arrived at Thula Thula. They are now almost
three years old. Thabo got shot at a month ago
by poachers, but luckily he survived – but we
had to seriously increase security.
The problem of rhino poaching was very dear
to Lawrence, and this is how we intend to carry
on his legacy at Thula Thula.
Adrian Gardiner
Chairperson of the Wilderness Foundation,
CEO of the Mantis Collection and founder
of Shamwari Game Reserve
Like so many good things, they only happen late
in life. I had the pleasure of meeting Lawrence
Anthony in London some three years ago.
What an extraordinary individual, and how
interesting it was to hear firsthand of his animal
rescue mission to Iraq and the famous elephant
translocation on which his book was based.

Lawrence with his wife, Francoise Malby-Anthony
Thankfully, I visited Thula Thula on a few occasions and witnessed his extraordinary work; he
also visited us at Shamwari. Both of us having
lived in Zambia and Zimbabwe, we had many
interesting connections.
An extraordinary man, a visionary, a storyteller whose life was too short. Hamba gashly,
Shamwari.
Dr Ian Player
Founder of the Wilderness Leadership
School, International Wilderness
Leadership Foundation, Wilderness
Foundation SA, Wilderness Foundation
UK, Magqubu Ntombela Foundation and
World Wilderness Congresses
Lawrence Anthony was an extraordinary man,
and his death is a great blow to wildlife conservation. He had been actively involved for
many years, negotiating a corridor between
the Umfolozi Game Reserve and the uPate
Game Reserve.

Through a lot of hard work, he had convinced
local people about the importance of having this
corridor. He was loved and trusted by communities adjacent to the parks and much admired by
men such as Dr Mangosuthu Buthelezi and Dr
Ben Ngubane.
Lawrence became internationally known, first
through his work with the zoo in Iraq, while the
hostilities were still in progress. He certainly
risked his own life in order to save the lives of
animals that had been completely forgotten.
He also became famous because of his books,
The Elephant Whisperer, and The Last Rhinos.
The latter is of enormous importance because it
exposes human beings as being so busy in our
own involvement with politics, that an animal
(the Northern white rhino) was allowed to
go extinct.
I was in Uganda in 1961, and flew over the
Congo and saw hundreds of Northern white
rhino. It is tragic they are now gone. Lawrence
risked his life once again, to talk to people who
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Three’s company: The Great Conservationists – Dr Ian Player, Adrian Gardiner and Lawrence Anthony
were killing the rhino, but in the end it was to
no avail.
It is no surprise that the elephants at his Thula
Thula Game Reserve were said to be looking for
him shortly after the news of his death.
It was my great pleasure to have known him
for many years and admired him for all that he
had done for wildlife conservation.
Graham Spence
Journalist and editor. Originally from
South Africa, he lives in England and is
Anthony’s brother-in-law. He and Anthony
co-wrote all three of the latter’s books.
We got the call at 5am. My wife Terrie
(Lawrence’s sister) took it. She nodded and put
the phone down. She put her head in her hands.
I knew what she was going to say. “Lawrence
is dead.”
Shock set in. I lay back, images flooding my
mind. Lawrence … my friend, my brother, albeit
not in blood. You were the bravest I ever knew,
and probably ever will.
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In the process of writing three books together, much-needed rest and recreation – a sort of
I was privileged to spend much time with him. Vietnam-era R&R.
There were long nights in Baghdad, England,
There were no civilian flights from Baghdad,
Durban and, of course, the paradise that is only military shuttles. To get on one required
Thula Thula.
special persuasive skills, which Lawrence had
We talked non-stop – sometimes like fools, in spades. What he said I do not know, but
sometimes like sages. The latter is our opinion, somehow we got seats. Neither did we have
of course.
visas, so as the plane landed at the Kuwaiti
I once committed a cardinal sin in Lawrence’s Air Force headquarters, we slunk off down the
eyes. It was during the Iraq invasion in 2003 runway and jumped over a wall out of vision
and we were in Baghdad where he was saving of heavily armed guards. We then sprinted
battle-traumatised zoo animals against incred- along the road to a car that Lawrence’s
ible odds, while I was working on the book, friends had earlier arranged to take us to the
Babylon’s Ark.
civilian airport.
After two weeks, I said I had to get back to
We weren’t out of the woods yet. With all the
my day job. He was aghast. “This is where it’s foreigners around, Kuwaiti customs officials
all happening,” he said. “What’s a day job? were itching to show Westerners who was boss.
How boring is that?” I don’t think he had ever Consequently, we wanted to get out fast, as neiconsciously recorded the concept ‘day job’ in ther of us had any evidence of legal travel in the
country. If they’d known we had been to Iraq
his life.
He said he would get me out of the war- without clearing customs, we’d have been jailed.
ravaged country; in fact, he would also go back
Lawrence, as only Lawrence can do, persuaded
to South Africa for a couple of days for some an air hostess to escort him onto a flight about
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by his all-consuming love of the natural world,
but he was – as The Guardian newspaper in
London remarked – undoubtedly the ‘Indiana
Jones of Conservation’.
However, our more conservative editors were
dead against a Wilbur Smith-style title for what
is essentially a serious book, and decided on
The Last Rhinos. I am relieved to my bones that
they did so. None of us knew that in the end
the title would be a magnificent metaphor for
Lawrence himself.
In my day job, I am a journalist. I like writing best about people who are still out there
somewhere: the wild ones, the mavericks, the
passionate men and women who believe like
monks in what they are doing. In other words,
people such as Lawrence Anthony. The bravest, the most passionate, the most committed
human being I have ever had the privilege
to know.
Ah, Lawrence … my friend, my brother. You
drove us mad, but we loved you.
Graham Spence
to leave for Dubai, where he would connect
to Johannesburg. He was waved past soldiers
like a VIP, while I waited all night in a Londonbound queue.
Then an aggressive Kuwaiti militia looked
at my passport and started shouting, almost
hysterically. Alarmed to my bones, I did what
I knew Lawrence would do and smilingly said
I was sadly leaving this beautiful city – and
thanks for the memories. Somehow, inspired
by Lawrence, I talked my way onto that plane.
My wife’s smiling face at Heathrow will remain
with me forever.
Indeed, there was no situation that Lawrence
believed he couldn’t talk his way out of – or
more usually into – whether it was the Lord’s
Resistance Army guerillas in Congo jungles;
unpredictable African bureaucracy; or Saddam
Hussein supporters with itchy trigger fingers.
We wanted to call our book (which is now out)
Blood Horn. But that was due to the adventurer
in Lawrence – we wanted an action title.
Lawrence probably would have hated me for
saying this, but he was fundamentally an oldschool adventurer. He would argue otherwise,
but that’s how I will always remember him.
Obviously his adventures were underpinned

Roy Watts
One of South Africa’s top adventure and
travel writers
What can you say about a man who went
bouncing through Iraq’s war zones in a hired
Toyota en route to saving the Baghdad Zoo,
negotiated with the generals of the infamous
Lord’s Resistance Army in the Congo in trying
to hammer an agreement that might have saved
the last few rhinos of a near extinct subspecies, and who had a long-standing cross-species
love affair with a one tusked matriarch at Thula
Thula – his game lodge in KZN.
Lawrence Anthony was imbued with a charming naivety that somehow did not see anything
unusual in any of these escapades. He was a
great raconteur, both verbally and in print.
I was lucky enough to be with him three
times when he interacted with the herd. On
the last occasion, I noticed that Nana, instantly
recognisable for her missing tusk, was not there.
When asked about this, he told me to wait, and
we moved 100 metres down the road where
we found her waiting for him under a tree. Just
like all other women, she did not want to share
him with the herd.
It must be remembered that these were
former elephant delinquents that were going
to be put down because they were considered
incorrigible. The fact that he managed to tame

them by constantly talking to them while corralled within an electrified boma, is a modern
eco-miracle.
But it was his relationship with Nana
that added a breathtaking dimension to this
incredible tale. She was really possessive and
protective of him and, in one instance, diverted
a charge made by a young bull that did not
understand the rules.
The other great woman in his life, Francoise –
the charming French lady he met during a rainy
taxi dispute in London – was his supportive partner throughout the genesis and development of
Thula Thula.
She ran the whole game reserve and was a
major factor in its success, introducing such
innovations as bush weddings, conferences,
among others.
Returning from one of his exhausting
rhino-saving missions, Lawrence was told to
get ready for a matrimonial event down at the
lodge. On arrival, he discovered that what he
believed to be a bush marriage was actually
an ambush one. Francoise, who had been his
partner for decades, had decided that it was
time to tie the knot, and he thus became a
dutiful husband.
Lawrence Anthony will be sorely missed –
particularly if you happen to be a rhinoceros!

Roy Watts
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Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi, Dr Ben Ngubane, Dr Ian Raper
Prince Mangosuthu Buthelezi
President of the Inkatha Freedom Party
and chieftain of the Buthelezi tribe
I have been close to the Anthony family for
many years. I worked with his mother, Regina,
who remains a close friend. The family has
suffered a great loss. Lawrence will be missed
by many.
We are all proud of what he achieved internationally as a conservationist. People throughout
the world respected him. But here in Zululand,
we considered him one of our own and one of
our greatest.
Dr Ben Ngubane
African statesman and senior member of the
delegation that negotiated the end of apartheid. He has great interest in humanitarian
and environmental issues.
Lawrence was a close friend of mine. The
friendship was forged through a common concern and desire to do something about nature
conservation as well as bringing knowledge
about environmental and conservation matters to rural communities – especially the
tribes people of kwaBiyela and kaMthethwa
in northern KwaZulu-Natal (the area around
Empangeni).
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Lawrence was a wonderful person, one of a Dr Ian Raper
kind. He could go into a rural community and National president of the Southern Africa
blend in with the traditionalists as easily as he Association for the Advancement
would blend with the urban sophisticated. His of Science
commitment to the pursuit of social justice was I can’t think of anyone from conservation who
unshakeable. He convinced the chiefs (indunas) was so impressive. I can’t think of any politician
and ordinary tribesmen that their well-being who does more nation-building.
and prosperity lay in their allocating rural lands
We went together to Kinshasa to try and save
to conservation and creating protected areas for the last few rhino in the Congo and we fought
game and wildlife. He succeeded immensely in the Kruger Park on the culling of elephants.
this, and so the Royal Zulu Biosphere – taking
We had a press conference at the airport. He
in the tribal areas of Biyela and Mthethwa – was so affable and friendly, but there was no
was born.
mistaking his seriousness.
He persuaded Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife to hand
He introduced me to the Lord’s Resistance
over the Fundimvelo Game Park to the Biyela Army in Pretoria after he had met them in the
tribal authority and jointly managed this park heat and dust. Lawrence got them to agree to
alongside his own Thula Thula, and trained the protect the rhino and to repair the terrain. The
Biyela people in conservation.
UN heads in Congo were so impressed that they
Lawrence so influenced and instilled conser- offered him all sorts of assistance.
It was a privilege to know Lawrence and to
vation consciousness in the people to the extent
that tribes people dealt with any poachers who serve with him. He was marvellous. How does
dared to defend themselves.
one appraise such a person? A magnificent
We, the people who knew and worked with legacy. ▲
Lawrence Anthony, will miss him immensely.
There are few individuals or organisations Compiled by Robbie Stammers
that have the passion and conviction about Grateful thanks to Francoise, Lawrence’s wife
the environment and conservation the way and Thula Thula partner, for her gracious
that he had.
assistance.

